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say “ah”

a

time to do some chemistry

a delicious piece of sushi

ke

shi

Thereʼs a flying saucer!

sa

Iʼm writing a haiku

ku

o

a big old oak tree

ka

“Caw! Caw!” says the crow

a mysterious key

ki

ko

a sleepy koala

exercise with weights
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“Wheee!” This slide is fun!
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use this scoop
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exercise with weights
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a mysterious key

Iʼm writing a haikutime to do some chemistry

a sleepy koalaThereʼs a flying saucer!
a delicious piece of sushi



Iʼm going to pursue the culprit

su

set that down carefully

se

catch these soap bubbles

so

a little betta fish

ta

I love cheese

chi

that guy knows jujitsu

tsu

draw two neat lines

ni

a small newt

nu

how about a banana?

check out my fancy necklace

ne

na

letʼs have a toast

to

your table is over there

te
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sailing on a yacht

a crescent moon is out

a holy messenger

weʼre experiencing  
a heat wave this summer

Iʼm going to pursue the culpritset that down carefullycatch these soap bubbles

a little betta fishI love cheesethat guy knows jujitsu

your table is over thereletʼs have a toasthow about a banana?

draw two neat linesa small newt
check out my fancy necklace



Iʼm going to pursue the culprit

su

a little betta fish

ta

draw two neat lines

ni

your table is over there

te

Iʼm mending a torn shirt

me

sailing on a yacht

ya

thereʼs a moat  
around the castle

mo

do you smell that
wonderful aroma?

ma

a crescent moon is out

mu

a median in the middle  
of the road

mi

a holy messenger

ho

letʼs head up the hill

he

fugu is a poisonous blowfish

fu

weʼre experiencing  
a heat wave this summer

hi

a long hallway

ha

this is a no smoking area
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a long hallwayweʼre experiencing a heat wave 
this summer

letʼs head up the hilla holy messenger

a median in the middle of 
the road

a crescent moon is out

this is a no smoking area

fugu is a poisonous blowfish

do you smell that 
wonderful aroma?

Iʼm mending a tear in this shirtthereʼs a moat around the castlesailing on a yacht



that is a robot

ro

reeds growing by a river

ri

Iʼm resting my eyes

re

tree roots grow underground

ru

a hot bowl of ramen noodles

ra

orcas have a long dorsal fin

n

Woah! A shark!

(w)o

Iʼm watching for wildlife

wa

would you like some yogurt?

yo

you have a fancy hat
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you have a fancy hatwould you like some yogurt?
Iʼm watching for wildlife

woah! a shark!orcas have a long dorsal fina hot bowl of ramen noodles

reeds growing by a rivertree roots grow underground
Iʼm resting my eyes

that is a robot


